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Entanglement manipulation by a local magnetic pulse
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A scheme for controlling the entanglement of a two-qubit system by a local magnetic pulse is
proposed. We show that the entanglement of the two-qubit system can be increased by sacrificing
the coherence in ancillary degree of freedom, which is induced by a local manipulation.
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Quantum entanglement plays a central role in quan-
tum information and quantum computation [1, 2]. It is in
the heart of most quantum phenomena, such as quantum
teleportation, dense coding, and quantum cryptography
[3]. Thus, the issue of creating two-particle entanglement
in various composite systems is of great importance in
technology development. For example, in nuclear mag-
netic resonance experiments (NMR)[4, 5, 6, 7], significant
efforts were put in creating Bell states and Greenberger-
Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state. Schemes for producing en-
tangled state using adiabatic population transfer based
on a two-spin system have also been proposed[8, 9]. Quite
recently, it has been shown that the existence of relative
phase between two Rabi frequencies can be used to con-
trol entanglement of the two-qubit system at will[10].
As it is well known, the entanglement is intrinsically

related to the superposition principle of quantum me-
chanics. Thus the problem of creating or controlling the
entanglement is simply the problem of coherent control
of population transfer between different levels of a com-
posite system. For example, the maximally entangled
state (|00〉 + |11〉)/

√
2 can be created from a fully po-

larized state |00〉 by transferring half of its population
to state |11〉 through a careful controlled adiabatic pro-
cess: |00〉 → |01〉 → |11〉. A successful realization of
population transfer depends on the adiabatic condition
and can be achieved through a careful control of pulse
shape with an appropriate choice of the Rabi oscillation
frequency[11, 12].
On the other hand, in order to be useable for quan-

tum information process, one particle of the prepared
entangled state has to be sent through a classical chan-
nel. Then the entanglement between the two particles,
in general, will be weakened because of its interference
with the environment. However, in some purposes such
as teleportation, the entanglement must be supplied in
the form of maximally entangled pairs. Therefore the en-
tanglement distillation[13] is of importance in quantum
information. Through a method called Schmidt projec-
tion, it has been shown that the entanglement of n partly
entangled states can be concentrated into a small number
of maximally entangled pairs[14].
In this paper, we propose a method to control the en-

tanglement of two separated systems by modulating a
local oscillating field which is used to create coherent su-
perposition in one of the two systems. We show, as long
as the entanglement is non-zero, the entanglement can be

modulated to reach a maximum with a certain probabil-
ity via an appropriate choice of tuning period and radio
magnitude. Therefore, we can choose the pulse strength
or the tuning period or both as the control knob to create
the state with desired entanglement, especially the max-
imally entangled state. As we will show below, the exter-
nal oscillation in our method only interacts with one of
the particle and can be controlled locally. This method is
different from the Schmidt projection[14]. Therefore, the
suggested method opens a new avenue for entanglement
distillation and facilitates experimental implementation
on quantum information transmission.
Entanglement evolution and projection: We consider

two separated non-interacting particles called A and B,
shared between Alice and Bob respectively. In addition
to the spin degree of freedom which are partly entangled
between A and B, such as the state cos(θ)| ↑↑〉+sin(θ)| ↓↓
〉, the system has other ancillary degree of freedom de-
noted as |0〉 and |1〉. This ancillary degree of freedom
might be the orbital state in spin-orbit interacting sys-
tems, energy level of quantum dot, or level of ions in
magnetic trap. For convenience, we call it band here-
after. Therefore, there are four possible local states, i.e.,
|0 ↑〉, |1 ↑〉, |0 ↓〉, and |1 ↓〉, either for particle A or par-
ticle B. In a magnetic field, the Hamiltonian of particle
A and particle B can be written as

H
A(B)
0 = −[ωsσ

z + ωbτ
z − Jσzτz ], (1)

which is typical in the NMR systems[4]. Here ωs, ωb are
the Larmor frequency for spin (σz) and band (τz) respec-
tively, while the scalar coupling J can be interpreted as
the coupling from band to an additional static field along
z direction produced by spin (or vice versa). Clearly, the
Hamiltonian is diagonal in the standard basis, and the
corresponding eigenvalues are

ε1 = −ωs − ωb + J, ε2 = −ωs + ωb − J,

ε3 = ωs − ωb − J, ε4 = ωs + ωb + J. (2)

Since we are interested in the entanglement between
the two spins, it is assumed that the two spins in the ini-
tial state are not maximally entangled, while two bands
are fully polarized. Mathematically, we assume that the
initial state takes the form

Ψ(t = 0) = cos θ|0 ↑〉A|0 ↑〉B + sin θ|0 ↓〉A|0 ↓〉B. (3)
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Here the partly entangled state is not restricted to the
form cos θ| ↑↑〉+sin θ| ↓↓〉, it can be in other forms, such
as cos θ| ↓↑〉 − sin θ| ↓↑〉. The entanglement of two spins
in this state, measured by the concurrence[15], is C(t =
0) = | sin 2θ|. Thus the first problem is to find a possible
magnetic pulse that leads to a unitary time evolution,
and then to modulate the population of | ↑〉A| ↑〉B and
| ↓〉A| ↓〉B. For this purpose, we add an ideal rectangular
transversal magnetic pulse with frequency ω on particle
B. This additional Hamiltonian can be simplified as

HB
R = g[eiωt+iφτ† + h.c.] (4)

where τ+|0〉B = |1〉B, τ−|1〉B = |0〉B, φ is the relative
phase and g is the magnitude of the magnetic pulse. Thus
the whole Hamiltonian of the two-particle system is

H = HA
0 +HB

0 +HB
R ,

and the time-dependent Schrödinger equation reads

HΨ(t) = i
i∂

∂t
Ψ(t). (5)

In order to eliminate the time dependence of the Hamil-
tonian of particle B: HB = HB

0 +HB
R , we apply a unitary

transformation

U = e−iωt|0 ↑〉BB〈0 ↑ |+ eiωt|1 ↑〉BB〈1 ↑ |
+ e−iωt|0 ↓〉BB〈0 ↓ |+ eiωt|1 ↓〉BB〈1 ↓ |. (6)

Then the effective “rotating frame” Hamiltonian matrix
of particle B becomes

HB
U = UHBU − iU

∂

∂t
U † (7)

=









εB1 + ω/2 geiφ 0 0
ge−iφ εB2 − ω/2 0 0
0 0 εB3 + ω/2 geiφ

0 0 ge−iφ εB4 − ω/2









in the standard basis |0 ↑〉B, |1 ↑〉B, |0 ↓〉B, |1 ↓〉B of par-
ticle B. The eigenvalues of HB

U are

E1(2) =
1

2

[

(εB1 + εB2 )±
√

(εB1 − εB2 + ω)2 + 4g2
]

(8)

E3(4) =
1

2

[

(εB3 + εB4 )±
√

(εB3 − εB4 + ω)2 + 4g2
]

(9)

and the corresponding eigenvectors are

ψ1(2) = |0 ↑〉B + e−iφ

(

±
√

1 + η212 − η12

)

|1 ↑〉B, (10)

ψ3(4) = |0 ↓〉B + e−iφ

(

±
√

1 + η234 − η34

)

|1 ↓〉B, (11)

where ηij = (εBi − εBj + ω)/2g is a dimensionless param-
eter. We choose ω = ε2 − ε1 = 2ωb − 2J and take the
weak field limit, i.e., η34 ≫ 1. Then the dynamics of

the whole system is dominated by the resonance between
|0 ↑〉B and |1 ↑〉B in system B. Therefore, to the order of
O(1/η34), the wave function of the two particles can be
expressed as

Ψ(t) = c0(t)|0 ↓〉A|0 ↓〉B + c1(t)|0 ↑〉A|0 ↑〉B
+c2(t)|0 ↑〉A|1 ↑〉B, (12)

with the amplitude ci(t), i = 1, 2, 3 as

c0(t) = e−i(εA
3
+εB

3
)t sin θ,

c1(t) = e−i(εA
1
+εB

1
)t cos(gt) cos θ, (13)

c2(t) = e−i(εA
1
+εB

2
)t sin(gt) cos θe−i(φ+π/2).

Therefore the magnetic pulse introduces a resonance for
particle B via an appropriate choice on the frequency, and
the resonance depresses the amplitude of |0 ↑〉A|0 ↑〉B.
Obviously, the population transfer here is selective and
the resonance can be regarded as a filter[16] in the pro-
cess of population transfer. We show that the population
dynamics of the corresponding frequency in Fig. 1(a) for
the case of θ = π/6. Obviously, the entanglement of the
two spins is also suppressed by the local magnetic pulse,
and it evolves in the form of

C(t) = | sin(2θ) cos(gt)| = C(t = 0)| cos(gt)|

as time elapses. This is consistent with the fact that
the local operation and classical communication can not
increase the entanglement between two parties.
In order to increase the entanglement between particle

A and B, we now perform a following projection mea-
surement on particle B,

P0 = |0〉BB〈0|, P1 = |1〉BB〈1|. (14)

After the measurement, the band of particle B will
be projected onto state |0〉B and |1〉B with probability
sin2 θ + cos2 θ cos2(gt) and cos2 θ sin2(gt), respectively.
Clearly, the latter case makes no sense because the entan-
glement between two particles is completely destroyed.
We are only interested in the former case in which the
output state becomes

Ψ′(t) =
[c0(t)|0 ↓〉A|0 ↓〉B + c1(t)|0 ↑〉A|0 ↑〉B]

√

c0(t)2 + c1(t)2
. (15)

This state may possess higher entanglement than the
original state, as reflected by its concurrence measure

C′(t) =
sin(2θ) cos(gt)

sin2 θ + cos2 θ cos2(gt)
(16)

which reaches maximum C′ = 1 at the condition
cos(gt) = tan θ, as is shown in Fig. 1(c). This prop-
erties is completely different from the behavior of C(t),
which is always suppressed during the evolution. The
reason we have such behavior of C′(t) is due to the su-
perposition principle of quantum mechanics. Therefore,
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FIG. 1: (a) Population dynamics of the state |00〉| ↓↓〉 (solid
line), |00〉| ↑↑〉 (dashed line) and |01〉| ↑↑〉 (dotted line) for
the case of θ = π/6. (b) The evolution of the concurrence
between the two spins. (c) The evolution of the concurrence
if the projection measurement is successful. Here, the time is
in unit of 1/g.

Bob could tell Alice in a classical way whether his pro-
jection measurement is successful or not and only when
the output of his measurement is |0〉B, the final state is
entangled, otherwise it is not entangled.
In short, we summarize the whole procedure as follows

• First, if Alice and Bob initially share a partly entan-
gled state, such as cos θ| ↑〉A| ↑〉B + sin θ| ↓〉A| ↓〉B,
then Bob will switch on a magnetic pulse to trans-
fer the population of | ↑〉A| ↑〉B to a target state
which is distinguished by introducing an ancillary
degree of freedom.

• Second, Bob does a projection measurement in the
space of ancillary degree of freedom.

• Finally, Bob tells Alice his projection measurement
result through a classical channel.

This completes the procedure for a single pair. Clearly,
the third step is quite necessary since the final result de-
pends on the probability of the projection measurement
(14).
Efficiency: In the above, we have shown that the en-

tanglement of a pair of the two-qubit system can be en-
hanced with a certain probability by creating the coher-
ence in the ancillary degree of freedom and a follow up
projection measurement on them. Now we consider a
large number (N) of partial entangled pairs. Obviously
we can only obtain a small number of maximally entan-
gled state, such as singlets, due to its finite probability
in the measurement process (14). Introducing the final
average concurrence as C̄ = N ′/N where N ′ denotes the
number of pairs with maximum entanglement (C′ = 1)
after the projection measurement. Clearly C̄ depends on
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FIG. 2: The original concurrence C(t = 0) (solid line) and
final average concurrence C̄(dashed line) as a function of θ/π.

the value of θ as was shown in Fig. 2, from which we
see that although we can generate state with higher en-
tanglement, C̄ still can not exceed C at any value of θ.
Moreover, even though the concurrence is concave func-
tion of θ, C̄ is not. We attribute this result to its depen-
dence on the probability of the projection measurement
rather than the initial entanglement itself. We define

the efficiency as R ≡ C̄
C where C = | sin(2θ)| is the ini-

tial concurrence. For the present case, it is calculated as
tan(θ), (0 ≤ θ ≤ π/4).

Discussion and summary: In this work, we proposed
a scheme to control the entanglement between two sepa-
rated systems by introducing a local magnetic pulse and a
follow up projection measurement on the ancillary degree
of freedom. Our scheme is quite different from the one
proposed by Bennett et al, which operates the projection
on the whole state of N pairs, while we do it on indi-
vidual pairs, so it is easier to be realized by experiment.
In our scheme, the function of the rectangular magnetic
pulse is to establish the coherence between the ancillary
degree of freedom, i.e., to transfer partial population to
a target state. Experimentally, this process can be com-
pleted by using adiabatic transfer interferometer[11, 12].
Meanwhile, we would like to point out that the popu-
lation transfer here is selective, and it is realized via a
magnetic resonance. Therefore, another important fea-
ture of the magnetic pulse is that it act as a filter[16].
The selective population transfer or the filter can also
be realized according to the Pauli exclusion principle or
theory of forbidden band in quantum mechanics (For ex-
ample, spin filter in condensed matter physics[17]).

Moreover, our scheme can be easily generalized to
multi-level state as well as mixed state. Take the lat-
ter as an example, if the initial state is ρ(0), the problem
then becomes to find a method to modulate the entry
of ρ(0) by introducing one or more ancillary degree of
freedom and a magnetic pulse to realize the population
transfer. That is, during the time evolution, the mixed
state can be written as ρ(t) = ρ1(t) + ρ2(t) where ρ1(t)
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and ρ2(t) are characterized by the ancillary degree of free-
dom and ρ1(t) is assumed to possess higher entanglement
then ρ(0). Then after a projection measurement, the
state can be be projected to the desired state ρ1 with a
certain probability.
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